ADVANCE QUESTIONS TO CHINA (SECOND BATCH)
SLOVENIA
•

Please provide information on actions taken and goals reached pertaining to the
National Human Rights Action Plan 2016-2020. Are there any monitoring
mechanisms that oversee the implementation of the action plan in place?

LAO PEOPLE’s DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC
•

Amid China’s efforts to reform the litigation system, what are the procuratorial organs
doing to strengthen legal supervision and build institutions for the judicial protection
of human rights?

•

China has seen great results in fostering public cultural services, cultural industries
and cultural markets. Can you share with us China’s experience?

NEPAL
•

What measures has China taken to promote the economic and social development of
rural areas, in particular, also in the area of uplifting human rights of
peasants/farmers?

•

What measures has China taken to promote employment and empowerment of ethnic
minority groups?

CUBA
•

China has made remarkable achievements in education for poverty alleviation. Could
China share and explain some of its relevant experiences in this regard?

•

China has steadily promoted bilingual education in ethnic minority areas and achieved
significant results. Could China provide some of its experiences in this sphere?

•

The right to health is a basic human right and a fundamental guarantee for human
beings to live in dignity. We would like China to share some of its relevant
experiences in health planning.

VENEZUELA (BOLIVARIAN REPUBLIC OF)
•

What new achievements has China made in implementing rule of law in management
of religious work?

•

How can China further promote and protect the rights of women to participate in the
decision-making and management of state and social affairs?
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•

What measure are provided by China’s Anti-Domestic Violence Law of the People’s
Republic of China to prevent and protect women from domestic violence?

VIET NAM
•

How does China promote judicial openness and transparency?

•

China has made outstanding achievements in establishing and improving the social
security system, can China share its experience in expanding social security coverage?

CAMBODIA
•

What measures has China adopted to ensure the implementation of the provisions of
the Labor Law, the Labor Contract Law and the Law of the People’s Republic of
China on Labor-dispute Mediation and Arbitration to protect the rights and interests
of workers?

•

In recent years, China’s rule of law in the environment field has made rapid progress
and played a positive role in protecting the public’s environmental rights and
interests. Can you introduce relevant practices?

PHILIPPINES
•

China’s National Report mentions of an initiative in Macao SAR in the area of drug
abuse prevention. Could you please share your experience and insights regarding the
setting up of a healthy-life education park in 2016 in promoting healthy lifestyles
especially among children and the youth?

•

What legal measures has the Chinese government undertaken to combat cybercrime?
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